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Guidance system in Serbia

Career guidance services are provided by different institutions and organizations in the sectors of education, employment and youth:

- National Employment Service (NES)
- Career Guidance Teams in schools
- University and faculty Career Development Centers
- Local Youth Offices
- Several online portals and tools

Online portals and tools

- At this moment in Serbia, blended approach is more common.
- It is not enough just to be visible; someone must recognize how it will answer their questions.
Online EG Serbia activities:

- Present good practices: developed portals and how to use them
- Webinars
- Have brief career guidance sessions via Skype
On line portals

Educational opportunities database: obrazovanje.rs

National employment service: Guide for elementary school students

NGO Belgrade Open School: Guide for youth
Educational opportunities database: obrazovanje.rs
National employment service: Guide for elementary school students

www.vodiczaosnovce.nsz.gov.rs
NGO Belgrade Open School: https://karijera.bos.rs/

Questioners
Occupations
Schools
Personal profile
Email guidance
CV builder
Webinars

- 45min- part of school activites
- Group of students follow
- Basic information for career planning: career is change, what to consider while making decision and how to make decision
- For parents and students
Webinars - important for practitioners

• Follow the content, not the tool
• Understand the context, need of the listener
• Create written material that will help student remember things
• Clear problem: I have information, but I don’t know what to do with it.
• 1-3 session
• Explained process to the student
• Compatible with other services
Brief guidance session online-important for practitioners

- Reminders about session
- Explain students to create setting - no distractions
- Practice to be more verbally expressive
- Be ready that technology will fail.
- Appreciate technology – it is good way to find solution. It is different but effective.
- Have list of the referral options.